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Overview'

2"

Baer+14"

This'talk:'
"

"WIMP"annihilations."
"Special"attention"to"gammas.
""

A.  Direct detection: scattering of  DM particles on target nuclei (nuclei recoil expected). 

B.  Indirect detection: DM annihilation products (neutrinos, positrons, gammas…) 

C.  Direct production of  DM particles at the lab. 



Why"gammas?"
! Energy"scale"of"annihilation"products"set"by"DM"particle"mass""

""favored"models"~GeVGTeV"
! GammaGrays"travel"following"straight"lines""

""source"can"be"known"
! [In"the"local"Universe]"GammaGrays"do"not"suffer"from"attenuation"

"""spectral"information"retained."

The'‘golden'channel’:'GAMMAS'
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DM'limits:'current'status'

4"

!  Many"different"astrophysical"targets."
!  FermiGLAT"leading"the"field."
!  IACTs"better"in"the"TeV"regime."
!  Starting"to"touch"the"relevant"part"of"

the"parameter"space"
"
How'to'improve'upon'these'results?'

FIG. 3 Upper limits (UL) on velocity averaged annihilation cross-section versus WIMP mass from

indirect searches in � rays, for analyses focusing on the Milky Way. In dashed red (“HESS halo”),

the 95% CL UL in the Galactic Center halo analysis from Abramowski et al. (2011); in red (“LAT

halo no bkg”), the LAT halo analysis (Ackermann et al., 2012) corresponding to 3⇥ CL upper

limits, when no di�use background modeling is performed; in green (“LAT halo”), same but in the

case where proper modeling of the di�use gamma ray background is performed; in cyan (“LAT

GC”), the LAT di�use-model-free 3⇥ ULs at the Galactic Center (Gómez-Vargas et al., 2013);

in magenta (“LAT GC rescaled”), same but rescaled to the same local DM density as the LAT

halo analysis; in yellow (“LAT GC NFWc), same but in the case of a contracted NFW profile; in

magenta (“LAT HVC”), the 95% C.L. limits obtained with the Smith cloud (Drlica-Wagner et al.,

2014). The dot marker with the label “satellites” corresponds to the 95% CL upper limit for a 100

GeV WIMP mass obtained in the unidentified LAT source analysis (Ackermann et al., 2012c).

the advantage of a halo analysis with the LAT, with respect to satellite or GC blind searches,

though we stress again that background systematics a�ect the limits much worse in this case.

In addition, the halo upper limits are proportional to the squared normalization of the dark

matter density distribution of the Galaxy, usually estimated at the position of the Sun. As

discussed in Section II there is still a substantial uncertainty in the estimation of the local

dark matter density, 0.2 to 0.9 GeV cm�3, so that the resulting uncertainty on a dark matter

annihilation flux is in fact larger than the uncertainty just contributed by the modeling of

the Galactic di�use emission (see Ackermann et al., 2012c, for further details).
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FIG. 4 Comparison of constraints on the velocity averaged annihilation cross section (bb̄ channel)

versus WIMP mass derived from the LAT combined analysis of 15 dwarf galaxies (assuming an

NFW profile), 160-hour observations of Segue 1 by MAGIC (Aleksić et al., 2014), 48-hour obser-

vations of Segue 1 by VERITAS (assuming an Einasto profile) (Aliu et al., 2012), and 112-hour

observations of the Galactic center by HESS, assuming an Einasto profile (Abramowski et al.,

2011). In the interest of a direct comparison, we also show the LAT constraints derived for

Segue 1 alone assuming an Einasto dark matter profile consistent with that used by VERITAS

(Aliu et al., 2012). For this rescaling, the J-factor of Segue 1 is calculated over the LAT solid

angle of �⇥ ⇥ 2.4�10�4 sr and yields a rescaled value of 1.7�1019GeV2 cm�5 sr (uncertainties on

the J-factor are neglected for comparison with VERITAS). The Pass 8 limits (in magenta) and

related expected-sensitivity bands are from Ackermann et al. (2015). Finally, the green dashed

curve is from the 5-dwarf combined analysis of HESS data by Abramowski et al. (2014b).

F. Galaxy clusters and isotropic emission

1. Galaxy clusters

As discussed in Section II.E, galaxy clusters are anticipated to be gamma ray sources.

Using EGRET data, no detection was reported in Reimer et al. (2003) for 58 clusters selected

from an X-ray-bright sample, resulting in an average 95% C.L. flux upper limit of ⇥ 6�10�9

cm�2 s�1 above 100 MeV. Null detections were also reported above 400 GeV in the direction

of the Perseus and Abell 2029 clusters with the Whipple telescope, using ⇥14 and ⇥6 hours
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FIG. 5 Constraints on the velocity averaged annihilation cross-section versus WIMP mass from

analyses in the directions of galaxy clusters, for an NFW profile and bb̄ channel. The red and blue

curves show the 95% C.L. upper limits obtained with Fornax and Coma clusters, respectively, and

with Fermi -LAT (thick, Ackermann et al. (2010b)) and IACTs (dashed, Abramowski et al., 2014a;

Arlen et al., 2012) instruments. The cyan dashed curve shows the 95% C.L. upper limits obtained

with a combined analysis of 5 clusters (Zimmer, Conrad, and Pinzke, 2011). The cyan thick line

shows the upper limits derived in Ajello et al. (2015) using the recent LAT EGB observations

(Ackermann et al., 2015a). The grey band shows the corresponding uncertainties rising from

modeling the expected dark matter signal.

approximately 100 MeV - 800 GeV (Ackermann et al., 2015b). The IGRB certainly includes

unresolved contributions from standard astrophysical sources, notably AGN. This emission

may also contain the so-called “cosmological” dark matter signal coming from the summa-

tion of the dark-matter annihilation contributions of all dark matter halos across the history

of the universe. Approaches to find this signal are based on the spectrum of isotropic

component (see Ullio et al., 2002) or on a spatial signature exploiting the fact that dark

matter-induced anisotropies in the emission should follow the square of the mass density,

whereas conventional astrophysical sources should follow the dark matter density linearly,

which would reveal itself in di�erences in the angular power spectrum (see e.g. Cuoco et al.,

2008). Following the first measurement of the EGB3 spectrum with Fermi LAT data (Abdo

3 Extra-Galactic Background : the sum of the IGRB and resolved LAT extra-galactic sources.
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Galaxy"clusters"and"extragalactic"background"

Galactic"Center"and"Halo" Dwarf"galaxies"and"GC"halo"

[Conrad"14]"
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Needs'and'challengues'

The"FermiGLAT"gammaGray"sky"above"1"GeV"
5"years"of"data"""



The'complexity'of'the'γEray'sky'

???"
Galactic" Point"Sources" Isotropic"

Inverse"Compton" Bremsstrahlung" π0"decay"

6"

Alex Drlica-Wagner   |   Fermilab!

Motivation for Dark Matter 

4!

NOAO, AURA, NSF, T.A. Rector!

Galaxy Rotation Curves!

Bullet Cluster (Markevitch & Clowe, 2006)!

Colliding Clusters!

WMAP Science Team!

Cosmological Probes!

Searching for Galactic 
Dark Matter 

Substructure

Alex Drlica-Wagner

on behalf of the 

Fermi LAT Collaboration



The'DMEinduced'γEray'sky'

Dark"Matter"simulation:"
Pieri+(2009)"arXiv:0908.0195"

7"
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Needs'and'challengues'

Astrophysical"foregrounds"

SubGthreshold"sources"
"

E.g.:" "2FGL:"~1800"sources"
" "3FGL:"~3000"sources"

Source"confusion"



Need"to"disentangle"dark"matter"annihilations"from"
‘conventional’"astrophysics."

"
Crucial"to"understand"the"astrophysical"processes"in"

great"detail."
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Needs'and'challengues'

10"

•  A'better'knowledge/control'on'astrophysical'systematics,'e.g.:"

–  Galactic"diffuse"foregrounds."

–  DM"content"in"the"best"targets"(dwarfs,"GC…)."

–  Local"DM"density."

"
Experiments"need"better:"

!  Spectral"resolution"
!  Angular"resolution"
!  Background"rejection"

"



DM'Search'Strategies'
'''''''''''''''''Satellites'

Low'background'and'good'

source'id,'but'low'statistics'

''''Galactic'Center'
Good'Statistics,'but'source''

confusion/diffuse'background'

''''''Milky'Way'Halo'
Large'statistics,'but'diffuse'

background'

''''''''Spectral'Lines'
Little'or'no'astrophysical'uncertainties,'good'

source'id,'but'low'sensitivity'because'of'

expected'small'branching'ratio'
Dark"Matter"simulation:"
Pieri+(2009)"arXiv:0908.0195"

Galaxy'Clusters'
Low'background,'but'low'statistics.'

Astrophysical'contamination'

'''''''''''Isotropic'background'
Large'statistics,'but'astrophysics,'galactic'

diffuse'background''

'''''''''''''''''Satellites'
Low'background'and'good'

source'id,'but'low'statistics'



Example'of'systematic'uncertainties:''
dwarfs'in'Pass'8'

12"

14

TABLE II. E�ect of systematic uncertainties for various WIMP masses and channels reported as a symmetrical relative deviation
from the combined 95% CL upper limits.

10GeV 100GeV 1TeV 10TeV

e+e�
IRFs 6% 10% 11% 11%

Di�use 12% 6% 3% 2%

J-factor 29% 31% 17% 16%

µ+µ�
IRFs 6% 10% 11% 11%

Di�use 13% 6% 3% 2%

J-factor 28% 32% 18% 16%

�+��
IRFs 7% 9% 11% 11%

Di�use 15% 6% 1% 1%

J-factor 24% 35% 15% 14%

uū
IRFs 6% 7% 9% 10%

Di�use 23% 12% 7% 4%

J-factor 16% 34% 31% 24%

bb̄
IRFs 6% 7% 9% 11%

Di�use 23% 13% 7% 4%

J-factor 13% 32% 32% 23%

W+W�
IRFs 7% 10% 11%

Di�use 13% 6% 2%

J-factor 32% 31% 17%

additional systematic uncertainties. Such systematic uncertainties on the J-factor include parameterization of the
DM profile and the choice of priors for the profile parameters. While previous studies have shown that the derived
J-factors are robust against these systematic uncertainties for dSphs with large stellar data sets [57], it is nonetheless
important to quantify their impact. To assess the impact of systematic uncertainties in the J-factor derivations, we
examine a set of four alternative J-factors derived by various fitting methods.

The first set of alternative J-factors comes from the recent analysis of Geringer-Sameth et al. [9] assuming a
generalized NFW profile with non-informative priors on its parameters. We also examine the J-factors derived by
Charbonnier et al. [58] assuming a generalized Hernquist profile with uniform priors. Additionally, we perform our own
alternative analysis following the procedure of Essig et al. [59] assuming a simple NFW profile with non-informative
priors on the scale radius and scale density, and a velocity anisotropy parameter that is assumed to be constant with
radius. Lastly, we show results derived from the multi-level modeling approach of Martinez [8] assuming a cored
Burkert profile as presented in Ackermann et al. [13].

For each of these alternative sets of J-factors, we re-derive the limit on the DM annihilation cross section in the
context of the LAT data. For cuspy spatial profiles, the spatial template of the DM distribution has little impact on the
LAT analysis. Thus, for the first three sets of alternative J-factors we only alter the nominal J-factor and associated
uncertainty. When assuming a Burkert profile, we use the full spatial profile of the assumed DM distribution (the
change in spatial profile a�ects the limits by < 5%). Since the analyses of Charbonnier et al. [58] and Geringer-Sameth
et al. [9] do not include all of the dwarfs used in our analysis, when a dSph is missing from one of these data sets we
assign it the nominal J-factor and uncertainty from Table I in the main text. When asymmetric errors are given for
the best-fit J-factor, we use the geometric mean to set the width of the log-normal J-factor likelihood.

The resulting change in the upper limit on the DM cross section is shown in Figure 7. The mass dependence of the
curves in Figure 7 reflects the fact that by changing the J-factors we change the relative importance of each dSph,
leading to an interplay between the LAT data and the assumed J-factors. Unsurprisingly, the largest change in the
upper limit comes from requiring a cored Burkert profile. This increases the upper limit by a factor of 20–40% with
respect to the nominal limit (this is slightly larger than was observed by Ackermann et al. [13]) and is what we quote
in Table II as the overall J-factor systematic uncertainty. The J-factors derived by Charbonnier et al. [58] and the
alternative analysis with non-informative priors both yield slightly smaller changes in the limit. Finally, we observe
that the J-factors from Geringer-Sameth et al. [9] are most similar to the nominal J-factors and result in di�erences
of 5–10%.

The combined limits presented here include both classical and ultra-faint dSphs. Bayesian hierarchical modeling
sets rather tight constraints on the J-factors of the ultra-faint dSphs as members of the dSph population; however,
stellar kinematic data yield larger uncertainties on ultra-faint dSphs when analyzed individually. To assess the
maximum impact of mis-modeling the ultra-faint dSphs, we split the dSph population into ultra-faint (Bootes I,

Instrument"response"functions"
Diffuse"modeling"
JGfactor"values"

SubEthreshold'
sources?'



Another'example:''
‘GeV'excess’'in'the'Galactic'Center'

•  Several"groups"have"reported"an"excess"of"GeV"photons"from"the"GC"region""
(e.g.,"Goodenough"&"Hooper"09,"11;"Hooper"&"Slatyer"13;"Daylan+14,"Abazajian+14,""Calore+14;"Gordon"&"Macías"14)"

•  General"agreement"on"the"excess"peaking"at"1G2"GeV"above"the"standard"diffuse"

emission"models."

•  Interpretation"difficult"due"to"complicated"foreground/background"modeling.""

•  DM"annihilation"is"a"plausible"and"exciting"possibility!"

13"

10

FIG. 9: The raw gamma-ray maps (left) and the residual maps after subtracting the best-fit Galactic di�use model, 20 cm
template, point sources, and isotropic template (right), in units of photons/cm2/s/sr. The right frames clearly contain a
significant central and spatially extended excess, peaking at �1-3 GeV. Results are shown in galactic coordinates, and all maps
have been smoothed by a 0.25� Gaussian.

of the Galactic Plane, while values greater than one are
preferentially extended perpendicular to the plane. In
each case, the profile slope averaged over all orientations
is taken to be � = 1.3 (left) and 1.2 (right). From this
figure, it is clear that the gamma-ray excess prefers to
be fit by an approximately spherically symmetric distri-
bution, and disfavors any axis ratio which departs from
unity by more than approximately 20%.

In Fig. 11, we generalize this approach within our
Galactic Center analysis to test morphologies that are

not only elongated along or perpendicular to the Galac-
tic Plane, but along any arbitrary orientation. Again,
we find that that the quality of the fit worsens if the the
template is significantly elongated either along or per-
pendicular to the direction of the Galactic Plane. A mild
statistical preference is found, however, for a morphology
with an axis ratio of �1.3-1.4 elongated along an axis ro-
tated �35� counterclockwise from the Galactic Plane in
galactic coordinates (a similar preference was also found
in our Inner Galaxy analysis). While this may be a statis-

Daylan+14"

Total"flux" Residuals"(x3)"



Gammas:'the'future'ahead'
D
ESY/M

ilde+Science+Com
m
./Exozet"

GAMMAE400'
[">"2018"]"

Fermi'
[<2018?]"

HESSEII'
[already"doing"science]"

CTA''
[">2016?"]"

Figure 2. Left: Schematic diagram of the baseline design of HERD. The top STK is made of seven layers of silicon
microstrips, sandwiched with tungsten foils; however the STKs on the four side are made of only three layers of silicon
microstrips without tungsten foils. The extended design of HERD will have its four-side STKs replaced by STKs almost
identical to the top STK. Right: Prototype of HERD calorimeter.

Table 1. HERD baseline characteristics of all components.

type size X0,⇥ unit main functions
Top STK Si strips 70 � 70 cm2 2 X0 7 x-y (W foils) Charge, Early shower, Tracks
4-side STK Si strips 65 � 50 cm2 – 3 x-y Nucleon Tracks, Charge

CALO ⇥ 104 LYSO 63 � 63 55 X0, 3 ⇥ 3 � 3 e/� energy, nucleon energy,
cubes � 63 cm3 � 3 cm3 e/p separation

for excellent electron-proton separation and energy resolutions of all particles. It also has some directional
measurement capability with the reconstructed 3-D showers.

In order to measure the charges and incident directions of cosmic rays, silicon trackers (STKs) are required
with a minimum of three layers of silicon micro-strip detectors (SSDs), which can also be used to reject backslash
tracks from the showers in CALO. To measure accurately the incident directions of gamma-rays, electron-position
pairs should be created and tracked; this can be achieved by adding tungsten foils as shower converters and four
more layers of SSDs. In the baseline design of HERD, only the top STK is equipped with seven layers of SSDs
sandwiched with tungsten foils, as shown in Fig. 2 (left); the right panel is an illustration for a laboratory
prototype of CALO. A possible option, as an extended design of HERD, is to surround CALO by the same
seven-layer STK with tungsten foils from all four sides, to ensure the maximum FOV for electrons and gamma-
rays. Plastic scintillators surrounding HERD from all five sides may be needed to reject most low energy charged
particles, in order to have maximum e⇥ciency for high energy cosmic rays and electrons, as well as gamma-rays
of all energies. The HERD baseline characteristics and main functions of its CALO and STKs are listed in Table
1.

3. EXPECTED PERFORMANCE OF THE HERD BASELINE DESIGN

Extensive simulations have been carried out with GEANT413 and FLUKA,14 in order to evaluate the scientific
performance of the HERD baseline design and to optimize the relative weights of each component of HERD within
the boundary conditions for accommodating HERD on board China’s space station. Since the performance of
CALO is key to meet the scientific goals of HERD, here we only present our simulation results of CALO, by
focusing on its e�ective geometrical factor, energy resolution and e/p separation capability, in order to predict

HERD'
[">"2019"]"

CALET'
[">"2015?"]"

HAWC'
["just"started"]"

DAMPE'
[">"2016"]"



The'Fermi'Large'Area'Telescope'

SiEStrip'Tracker:'
convert γG>e+eG"

reconstruct"γ"direction"
EM"v."hadron"separation"
"

Hodoscopic'CsI'Calorimeter:'
measure"γ"energy"
image"EM"shower"
EM"v."hadron"separation" AntiECoincidence'Detector:'""

Charged"particle"separation+
"

Trigger'and'Filter:'
Reduce"data"rate"from"~10kHz"to"300G500"HZ"

Fermi'LAT'Collaboration:'
~400"Scientific"Members,"
NASA"/"DOE"&"International"
Contributions"""

Public'Data'Release:'
All"γGray"data"made"public"within"24"hours"(usually"less)"

Sky'Survey:'
2.5"sr"fieldGofGview"
whole"sky"every"3"hours"

LAUNCHED"IN"JUNE"2008"
Mission"approved"through"2016"

[1.8"m""x""1.8"m""x""0.7""m]"

15"

Alex Drlica-Wagner   |   Fermilab!

Motivation for Dark Matter 

4!

NOAO, AURA, NSF, T.A. Rector!

Galaxy Rotation Curves!

Bullet Cluster (Markevitch & Clowe, 2006)!

Colliding Clusters!

WMAP Science Team!

Cosmological Probes!

Searching for Galactic 
Dark Matter 

Substructure

Alex Drlica-Wagner

on behalf of the 

Fermi LAT Collaboration



•  Formally"approved"till"2016."

–  Very"likely"2018."Probably"beyond?"

•  With"more"data:"

–  A"better"knowledge"of"foregrounds"possible."

–  More"subGthreshold"sources"detected."

"""greater"chances"for"detection!"

–  General"improvement"on"DM"limits:"

•  linearly"with"time"at"high"energies"(better"statistics)"

•  sqrt(time)"at"low"energies."

•  Pass'8:"improved"performance!"

16"

Fermi'LAT'



The'inminent'future:'Pass'8''
(a.k.a.'improved'LAT'performance)'

Impacts'for'dark'matter:'

–  Increased"energy"range"<==>"explore"new"mass"parameter"space"
–  Increased"effective"area"<==>"increased"flux"sensitivity"
–  Improved"angular"resolution"<==>"greater"sensitivity"to"spatially"extended"sources"
–  Better"background"rejection"
–  New"event"classes"<==>"check"systematic"effects"in"event"selection"

Searching for Galactic 
Dark Matter 

Substructure

Alex Drlica-Wagner

on behalf of the 

Fermi LAT Collaboration
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Motivation for Dark Matter 

4!

NOAO, AURA, NSF, T.A. Rector!

Galaxy Rotation Curves!

Bullet Cluster (Markevitch & Clowe, 2006)!

Colliding Clusters!

WMAP Science Team!

Cosmological Probes!



A particular case for 

the future: DWARFS 

18"



(Bullock et al. 2009) 

We"know"2"dozens"of"dwarfs,"but…
~500"dSphs"inside"the"virial"radius?""
"

(Tollerud+08;"Walsh+09;"Hargis+14)"

19"



Credit:"Belokurov"&"Koposov;"Beletsky"

Credit:"Y."Mao,"R."Kaehler,"
R."Wechsler"(KIPAC/SLAC)"
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The'discovery'of'8E9'new'satellites''
with'DES'data'

– 5 –

Fig. 1.— Locations of 27 known Milky Way satellite galaxies (blue; McConnachie 2012a) and eight

DES dwarf galaxy candidates (red) in Galactic coordinates (Mollweide projection). The coordinate

grid shows the equatorial coordinate system with solid lines for the equator and zero meridian.

The gray scale indicates the logarithmic density of stars with r < 22 from SDSS and DES. The

large contiguous region in the northern equatorial hemisphere shows the coverage of SDSS (Ahn

et al. 2014). The full DES footprint is outlined in red, and is now partially filled in by a region of

� 1,600 deg2 near to the Magellanic Clouds and a region of � 200 deg2 overlapping with the SDSS

Stripe 82 field along the celestial equator. Both fields were observed during the first year of DES

and that compose the Y1A1 data set.

[Full"DES"footprint"in"red]"

New"dwarf"candidates"

Satellites"resolved"as"extremely"
weak"overGdensities"of"stars…"

Koposov+15,"1503.02079"
DES"collab.,"1503.02584"



Projected'Fermi'dwarf'stacking'limits'

21"

Projected Dwarf Stacking Limits 

•  Future analyses will 
improve primarily in two 
areas 
–  More Data: Fermi-LAT 

is anticipated to 
operate for at least 10 
years (formally 
approved through 
2016) 

–  Larger Dwarf Sample: 
Future optical surveys 
(DES, LSST) will 
enlarge the sample of 
dwarf galaxy targets 

•  Projected Limits with 10 
years of data and 3x more 
dwarfs should conclusively 
confirm or exclude the 
WIMP interpretation of the 
GCE 

10/14/14 35 SLAC Experimental Seminar 

10 years, 3x dwarfs 
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Ongoing"or"planned"surveys"
should"find"many"more"dwarfs."
"
More"precise"DM"distributions"
(also"thanks"to'30m'telescopes)"
"
GAIA"will"lower"the"uncertainties"
in"the"local"DM"density."

>2007"

>2010"
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Powerful'test'of'the'GC'excess!!'



The'inminent'future''
for'current'generation'IACTs''

22"

HESSEII'
•  first"light"in"2012"
•  push"the"threshold"to"

lower"energies"~50"GeV"
•  Expected"to"lead"the"IACT"

limits"using"the"GC."
"

VERITAS'
•  1000h"observation"of"

Segue"1"by"2018"(Smith
+13)"

"

MAGIC'
•  Will"be"running"too!"
•  Expected"to"produce"

new"DM"limits"from"
dwarfs"

"



High'Altitude'Water'Cherenkov'Observatory'

(HAWC)'
•  2nd"generation"water"Cherenkov,"MILAGROG

like"array."

–  300"tanks,"180,000"l"each,"7x5"m."

–  Wide"field"of"view"(~2"sr)"

–  High"duty"cycle"(~90%)"

–  Large"collecting"area"(~22,000"m2)"

•  Joint"USGMexico"effort."Officially"inaugurated"

last"March"2015."

•  Will"survey"the"entire"sky"over"10"years"

between"100"GeV"and"~100"TeV."

–  50"mCrab"sensitivity"at"5σ"in"a"1yr"survey"
23"

Sierra"Negra,"Mexico,"4100"m"a.s.l."



HAWC'and'DM'
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FIG. 4. The projected dark matter limits from the GC for HAWC after five years, for the bb̄, tt̄, µ+µ�, �+��, and W+W�

dark matter annihilation channels. From top to bottom, the curves are for the GC assuming an NFW profile (red) and
assuming an Einasto profile (black). The solid curves are the dark matter limits for just the prompt gamma-ray emission,
and the dot-dashed curves are the limits considering both the prompt gamma-ray mission and the IC emission from electrons
and positrons scattering on the CMB. In the W+W� plot, the dashed curves are the limit on the early-universe annihilation
cross-section when natural Sommerfeld enhancement is included in the cross-section today (with vrel = 300 km s�1). The width
of the gray bands on the right of the figure indicate the range in the dark matter limit for all masses due to the combined
uncertainty from the HAWC sensitivity near the edge of its field-of-view and the possible uncertainty due to point-source
subtraction in the analysis. We show the H.E.S.S. 112-hour dark matter exclusion limits from the GC as the purple dot-dashed
curve for comparison and in the W+W� plot, the H.E.S.S. limit with Sommerfeld enhancement is shown as the purple dashed
curve [44, 66]. The solid purple line shows the expected dark matter thermal cross-section. All limits are at 95% CL.

•  Fundamental"physics"studies"possible,"but"not"the"main"science."
•  Competitive"for"DM"searches"probably"above"~1"TeV."
•  Particularly"valuable"for"DM"subhalos’"searches!"(large"FoV)"

Projected"DM"limits"for"the"GC"and"dwarfs,"5"years"

13

FIG. 2. The projected dark matter limits from dwarf galaxies for HAWC after five years, for the bb̄, tt̄, µ+µ�, �+��, and
W+W� dark matter annihilation channels. From top to bottom, the curves are for Draco (blue), Coma Berenices (red), and
Segue 1 (black). The solid curves are the dark matter limits for just the prompt gamma-ray emission. In the W+W� plot, the
dashed curves are the limit on the early-universe annihilation cross-section when natural Sommerfeld enhancement is included
in the cross-section today (with vrel = 300 km s�1). We show the 157.9-hour MAGIC dark matter exclusion limits from Segue 1
as the purple dot-dashed curve for comparison [60]. Note that Sommerfeld enhancement improves the MAGIC results similarly
to those of HAWC. The solid purple line shows the expected dark matter thermal cross-section. All limits are at 95% CL.

Abeysekara+14"



IACT'future:'
Cherenkov'Telescope'Array'(CTA)'
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First Science: ~2016
Completion:   ~2019

!"#$%&'#()*#$+++

Core-energy array:
23 x 12 m tel. (MST)

FOV: 7-8 degrees
mCrab sensitivity

in the 100 GeV–10 TeV
domain

Low-energy section:
4  x 23 m tel. (LST)
(FOV: 4-5 degrees)
energy threshold
of some 10 GeV

High-energy section:
30-70 x 4-6 m tel. (SST)
-  FOV: ~10 degrees

10 km2 area at 
multi-TeV energies



A'glimpse'of'what'CTA'can'do'

•  Best"target"expected"to"be"the"Galactic"Center"

•  Control"of"systematics"crucial"to"reach"the"thermal"cross"section"value…"

26"

Conclusions

8/8The search for Dark Matter with the Cherenkov Telescope Array

• CTA will have the best sensitivity to search for DM in the near future 
(especially for heavy candidates) 

• sensitivity reaches thermal cross-section for WIMPs 

• complementarity with other detection strategies (collider and direct 
detection)

are array B and E. Nevertheless, the robustness of our results
is hindered by the yet not precise determination of the astro-
physical factor in some cases. Forthcoming detailed astronom-
ical measurements will provide clues for deep exposure obser-
vations on the most promising dSphs, with, e.g., the planned
SkyMapper Southern Sky Survey [214], which will very likely
provide the community with a new dSph population, comple-
menting the Northern hemisphere population discovered by the
SDSS. Also, the uncertainties on dark matter density will be
significantly reduced by new measurements of individual stel-
lar velocities available after the launch of the GAIA mission9.
Stacking-methods of Fermi-LAT dSphs data were proven valid
to make constraints more stringent [49, 215, 216]. The applica-
tion of these methods for CTA is currently under study.
The search for DM signatures in galaxy clusters, investigated

in Section 1.2 was performed for two representative clusters,
Perseus and Fornax. The former one is thought to have the
highest CR-induced photon yield, and the latter is thought to
have the strongest DM-induced signatures. Compared to dSphs,
the gamma-ray signatures of galaxy clusters have several con-
tributions: in the first place, the DM signal is expected from
an extended region that can be larger than a few degrees, and
secondly, gamma-rays induced by interactions of accelerated
cosmic rays with the ambient fields and/or by individual clus-
ter galaxies are an irreducible background to the DM signal,
as recently shown in Refs. [103, 102]. We have simulated the
prospects of detection in 100 h of observation by using MC
simulations of extended sources. Regarding DM signatures, we
have used the model of Pinzke et al. [30] for the Fornax cluster,
and showed that in 100 h we could put contraints on the order of
(σannv) < 10−25 cm3s−1 (Fig. 1.6), which are competitive with
respect to those obtained with dSphs. The results are promis-
ing: if the intrinsic boost factor from subhalos is larger than
that predicted by the model we used, or mechanisms of Som-
merfeld enhancement are at work, there is also the possibility
to have a detection in 100 − 200 h with array B or E. We have
also considered the prospects of detection of CR-induced sig-
nal in hadronic acceleration scenarios in Fig. 1.5. We have seen
that the CR-induced emission from the Perseus cluster could be
detected in about 100 h. Finally, we discussed the more real-
istic case when DM– and CR-induced gamma-rays are treated
together. We discuss that the difference in both the spatial and
spectral features of the two emissions can be used as a method
for discrimination, while more quantitative results need dedi-
cated MC which were not available when writing this contribu-
tion. We underline that the extension of the expected DM emit-
ting region in galaxy clusters represents a problem for current
Cherenkov Telescopes since their FOV is limited to 3 − 5 de-
grees and their sensitivity rapidly decreases moving away from
the centre of the camera. CTA will overcome this limitation,
having a FOV of up to 10 deg and an almost flat sensitivity up
to several degrees from the centre of the camera. For galaxy
cluster searches, CTA will hence mark the difference compared
to the current generation of IACTs.

9www.rssd.esa.int/Gaia

More promising are DM searches of annihilation signatures
in the Galactic halo, where the DM density is expected to be
known with much higher precision than in the Galactic Cen-
tre itself or in (ultra-faint) dSphs or galaxy clusters. This was
studied in Section 1.3. By adopting dedicated observational
strategies of the region close to the Galactic Centre, as shown
in Fig. 1.8, it was shown that CTA has the potential to reach the
thermal annihilation cross-section expected from WIMP DM
of 10−26 cm3s−1 and lower (Fig. 1.9) in 100 h observation of the
vicinities the Galactic Centre using the “Ring” method. Models
with a large photon yield from DM annihilation will be con-
strained for even smaller cross-sections. It is also expected that
the limits presented here can be improved by factor of a few
when the stereoscopic analysis of CTA events has been under-
stood so well that a further suppression of the background be-
comes feasible. This would be the first time that ground-based
Cherenkov telescopes could reach this sensitivity level.
Besides observations of individual dedicated objects, the

capabilities of CTA for searching DM signals in the diffuse
background of gamma-ray radiation were discussed in Sec-
tion 1.4. We discussed the reconstruction performance for
different anisotropy power spectra and residual background
level. Considering a current model for the anisotropy power
spectra, we showed that CTA may be able to distinguish a DM-
induced diffuse gamma-ray component from the astrophysical
background.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of exclusion curves of Fermi-LAT in 24 months [52]
and expected for 10 years (rescaled with the square root of time). The exclu-
sion curves for the various targets studied in this contribution are also reported
for the bb̄ annihilation channel: for the dwarf satellite galaxy Segue 1 (green
curve, see Sec. 1.1), for the Fornax galaxy cluster in case only DM-induced
gamma-rays are considered (blue line, see Sec. 1.2) and for the ring-method of
observation of the Galactic Centre vicinities (red line, see Sec. 1.3).

In Fig. 5.1, we summarize the constraints that we expect
with CTA for a WIMP annihilating purely into bb̄ in 100 h

24

Doro et al.,  
Astropart. Phys. 43 (2013)

Silverwood+14"
Doro+13"



DM'limits'circa'2020?'
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FIG. 7 Selection of sensitivities to velocity averaged annihilation cross-section versus WIMP mass

reachable with current or future experiments. The blue curve is from a Galactic center analysis

with CTA, from Buckley et al. (2013). The green and black curves come from similar analyses, but

attempting to account for the degradation of the limits due to uncertainties in the Galactic di�use

emission (Lefranc et al., 2015; Silverwood et al., 2014). The red curve corresponds to one-year of

observation of Segue 1 with the full HAWC instrument (Abeysekara et al., 2013b). The cyan curve

shows the Fermi -LAT Pass 8 limits by 2018, accounting for more dwarf spheroidals, based on a

preliminary analysis of 5 years of data. The magenta curve shows the VERITAS expectations from

1000 hours on Segue 1 (Smith et al., 2013), and the yellow curve is an estimate by Conrad (2014)

of the limits H.E.S.S. II could reach on the Galactic center.

D. Progress on nuisance parameters

As emphasized throughout this article, determination of particle dark matter limits and

extraction of a signal in the future requires an understanding of astrophysical systematics.

These systematics include measurements of dark matter distributions in the di�erent targets

and measurements of the di�use gamma-ray backgrounds. In this subsection, we review the

progress that is expected to be made with these systematics over the next several years.
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Conrad"15"

Fermi"+"CTA"will"be"able"to"exclude"the"
thermal"cross"section"up"to"~20"TeV"



The'inminent'future'for''
satelliteEbased'experiments'
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CALET''
•  JapaneseGled."
•  For"launch"this"year!"
•  Placed"at"the"ISS"
"

DAMPE'
•  Chinese"
•  Lauch"~2015/16"
"

Both:""
!  deep"calorimeter,"1"GeV"–"10"TeV"
!  superb"energy"resolution"~2%"@"100"GeV"
!  0.3º"angular"resolution"@"100"GeV"
!  Very"good"background"rejection"power"
!  Small"collecting"area"of"~0.15"and"~0.5"m2"

The Calorimetric Electron Telescope (CALET) 
for High Energy Astroparicle Physics         
on the International Space Stataion  

 

Shoji Torii  
for the CALET Collaboration  

 
Waseda�University  & 

Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) 
 

CALET�

TeV Particle Astrophysics 2013     August 26-29     Irvine, California, U.S.A. 
�



The'future'beyond''
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GAMMAE400'
•  RussianGled."
•  Launch"by"2018/19."
•  100"MeV"–"3TeV"
•  Efective"area"~0.4"m2"
•  FoV:"~1.2"sr"

 7 
 

 

Fig. 2. Energy dependence of energy resolution for  

the GAMMA-400 and Fermi-LAT gamma-ray telescopes. 

 8 
 

 

Fig. 3. Energy dependence of angular resolution for  

the GAMMA-400 and Fermi-LAT gamma-ray telescopes. 

HERD'
•  Chinese"
•  Launch"by"2018/19."
•  100"MeV"–"10"TeV"
•  Efective"area"~3.7"m2sr"
•  ΔE/E"~1%">"100"GeV"
•  0.1º"@"200"GeV"angular"resolution."
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Figure 4. Expected gamma-ray sky survey sensitivity of the extended HERD design, i.e., all five sides are surrounded
by the same seven-layer STKs with 0.1� angular resolution across the whole energy band; for the baseline design, the
sensitivity is degraded by nearly a factor of 2. Left: HERD 5� continuum sensitivity for one year observation in comparison
with all other missions with gamma-ray observation capability, e.g., ISS-CALET,24 DAMPE and Fermi,25 and including
the future ground based Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA)26 high energy gamma-ray telescope and the Large High
Altitude Air Shower Observatory (LHAASO).27 Right: HERD one-year 5� line sensitivity in comparison with predictions
of di�erent dark matter models; the sensitivity lines of other experiments are calculated with the following operation
periods: 2006-2016 (PAMELA), 2016-2021 (CALET); 2011-2021 (AMS02), 2016-2021 (DAMPE), 2008-2018 (Fermi).

from the cathode of the image intensifier for a minimum ionization energy response, is required, in order to
achieve the best possible energy resolution.

To address the dynamical range requirement, a beam test is on-going to evaluate if such a cube LYSO crystal
can respond to ionization energy deposition over such a dynamical range; finer crystals can be used to reduce the
dynamical range requirement. However, neither image intensifiers nor CCDs can handle such a huge dynamical
range. Therefore we need to split the light output of each crystal into two channels by a ratio of 1:1000, which
then requires a dynamical range of only slightly more than 1000 for the image intensifiers and CCDs.

Our current results indicate that the 10-photoelectron requirement can be met with the taper coupling
approach, but very di�cult with the relay lens system. Since each shower lights up several hundreds crystals,
a higher e�ciency improves the energy resolution only marginally. Actually, we anticipate that the systematic
errors in the gain or response calibrations of the crystals will dominate the eventual energy resolution at system
level, which can be realistically assessed through laboratory tests. It is therefore essential to build a portion of
CALO to allow end-to-end performance evaluation of CALO in high energy hadron beam tests, including event
reconstruction algorithms; our estimate is that 1/20 of the full CALO in a long cylindrical form is su�cient.
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Big"improvement"w.r.t."Fermi,"but"smaller"ollection"area."

Energy'resolution'~1%' Angular'res.'0.01E0.1º'



The'future'beyond? ''
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PANGU'(Wu+14)"

•  ESA/CAS"joint"small"mission."
•  SpectroGimaging,"timing"and"

polarization."
•  10"MeV"–""few"GeV"
•  ΔE/E"~"1%">"100"GeV"
•  0.1º"@"1"GeV"angular"res."

AstroMeV'''
•  Space"mission"by"~2025."
•  0.1"–"100"MeV"
•  Consortium"formed"to"respond"

to"AO"of"space"agencies."
•  http://astromev.in2p3.fr/"

Full"list"of"Future"HighGEnergy"Astrophysics"missions:""
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/heasarc/missions/concepts.html"
"



Neutrinos'vs'Gammas''
(WIMP'annihilations)'

Figure 1 – Top: Spin-dependent cross-section limits for the search on the Sun: ANTARES 2007-2012 (thick solid
lines): ⇥+⇥� (red), W+W� (blue), bb̄ (green), IceCube-79 (dashed lines), SuperKamiokande (colored dash-dotted
lines), SIMPLE (black short dash-dotted line), COUPP (black long dash-dotted line) and XENON-100 (black
long dashed line). The results are compared with a scan in MSSM-7. (Preliminary). Bottom: Limits on < �v >
for the Galactic Centre for the ⇥+⇥� channel (red solid line) with IC40 for the GC (brown solid line), IC59 for
dwarf galaxies (dashed black line), IC79 for the Galactic Halo (magenta solid line), IC59 for the VIRGO cluster
(black solid line), DeepCore+IC79 for the GC (blue solid line) and Fermi for dwarf galaxies (green solid line).
The grey/green area represent leptophilic dark matter models which would explain the PAMELA (grey) and
Fermi+PAMELA+HESS (green) excess in the Galactic Centre. (Preliminary).
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Figure 2 – Spin-independent cross section sensitivity (90% CL) for the Earth analysis, assuming < �v >
⇠3x10�26cm�3s�1 for three di�erent channels: ⇥+⇥� (dash, blue), W+W� (dot, green) and bb̄ (dash-dot, ma-
genta). This sensitivity is also compared with the results of XENON-100 (solid, red). (Preliminary).

Neutrinos"not"as"competitive"as"the"gammaGray"channel"for"this"game."
(though"they"provide"the"best"limits"on"SD"cross"sections)"
"

IceCube"extensions:""
"""PINGU"at"low"WIMP"masses"~5"GeV"
"""High"energy"extension:"specially"interesting"for"DM"decay"scenarios"

Tau"channel"

Antares,'GC''

Fermi'dwarfs'

Zornoza+14"

DeepCore+IC79,'GC''

IC59,'Virgo'cluster'



Future'prospects'from''
cosmological'DM'annihilations'

'

32"

Figure 7. Aggressive (upper panels) and conservative (lower panels) limits on the DM annihilation
cross section at 90% C.L. with through-going events after 10 years of data taking in a 1 km3 neutrino
telescope, for the combination I for the enhancement factor (solid lines). Left panels: Annihilations
into ��̄ (black solid lines) and into bb̄ (red solid lines). Right panels: Annihilations into µ+µ� (black
solid lines) and into W+W� (red solid lines). We also show the IC-79 90% C.L. limits after 320 days
of data (black and red dotted lines) [63] from the galactic center and, on the right panels, shown as
well are the ANTARES 90% C.L. limits for DM annihilations into ⇥+⇥� from the Milky Way center
after about 1300 days of data (blue dotted lines) [64, 65]. The unitarity limit [185, 186] is shown as
a double-dot-dashed line.

– 20 –

Moliné+15"

ThruGgoing"muon"events"
"
10"years"of"data"of"a"1"km3"

detector"
"
Realistic/conservative""
DM"annihilation"flux"



ANTIEMATTER'

Main"signature"for"DM"probably"in"the"antiGproton"and"positron"channel."

"""Yet,"would"we"get"a"signal"clear"enough?"

AntiGdeuterons:"smoking"gun"(but,"is"the"background""actually"so"low?)"
"

CALET,'DAMPE,'HERD…"also"suitable"for"charged"particles’"studies.""

Figure 3. Simulated two-year HERD cosmic ray spectra of protons, heliums, carbons and irons (from top to bottom),
in comparison with previous direct measurements in space or at balloon altitudes. The input cosmic ray composition
model23 for the simulation is a combined fitted result from previous measurements.

Zhang+14"

Torii+13"

CALET Expected Performance by Simulations�

Angular resolution for 
gamma ray (10GeV-1TeV):  
!/m = 0.2-0.3 deg�

Proton rejection power at 1TeV !105 
with 95% efficiency for electrons�

Geometrical factor 
for electrons:  
~1200 cm2sr�

Energy resolution for 
electrons (>10GeV) : 
!/m = ~2%�

Charge resolution:  
"Z = 0.15 – 0.3�

Preliminary 
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AMSE02'and'GAPS'

34"

AMSG02:"
"G"Should"be"there"at"least"till"2021"."
"G"Superb"statistics""
" """Very"detailed"CR"spectra."
" """refinement"of"CR"propagation"models"
G""Will"help"for"understanding"the"gammaGray"
foregrounds"too."

GAPS:"
"G"Even"the"detection"of"a"few"lowGenergy"
"antideuterons""would"be"extremely"
"interesting."
"G"No"dedicated"search"exists."
"G"Will"be"ready"by"~2018."
"G"Succesful"prototype"flight"in"2012."

"



Complementarity'needed!'
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6 Complementarity: Putting It All Together

Now that we have provided an overview of the various dark matter searches that form
our analysis, we can combine them to see what they (will) reveal about the nature of the
neutralino LSP as DM [51] and, more generally, the pMSSM itself. Since we only have 14
TeV results for the � 30.7k neutralino LSP models that survive the 7 + 8 TeV searches and
have mh = 126± 3 GeV (because of CPU limitations as described above), the main results
presented below will only make use of the 7 + 8 TeV LHC searches listed in Table 2. We
will also present some indicative results showing the sensitivity of the combined 7, 8, and 14
TeV LHC analyses for the subset of neutralino LSP models with mh = 126± 3 GeV.

Figure 10: Comparisons of the sensitivity of the various searches, color-coded as indicated,
in the LSP mass-scaled SI cross section plane for the pMSSM model sample as discussed in
the text. The anticipated SI limit from LZ is shown as a guide to the eye.

Figure 10 shows the survival and exclusion rates resulting from the various searches and

21

Complementarity of DM Searches 
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Projected SI limit from  
1 ton DD (1000 days) 

SLAC Experimental Seminar 

Cahill-Rowley+ 2014 



Remarks'on'the'future'
•  GammaGrays"will"still"be"the"most"promising"channel"for"indirect"detection."

"  Several"new"instruments"expected"in"the"near"future,"both"from"the"ground"
and"on"space"(CTA,"HAWC,"GAMMAG400,"CALET,"DAMPE"

"  Thermal"value"of"the"DM"annihilation"cross"section"fully"tested"up"to"a"few"
TeV"by"~2020."

"  If"no"detection,"end"of"the"WIMP"paradigm?"When"should"we"stop"looking?"

•  Neutrinos"not"as"competitive"as"gamma"rays"for"DM"annihiilations."

"  GC"with"ANTARES"probably"the"most"promising"target.""

"  Limits"competitive"only"at"the"highest"possible"WIMP"masses."

•  Antimatter:""

"  AMSG02"critical"for"understanding"CR"propagation"

"  GAPS:"exciting"potential"
•  Complementarity"with"colliders"and"direct"detection"needed!"

•  Critical"to"keep"the"diversity"of"astrophysical"targets,"experiments,"DM"
candidates…."
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ADDITIONAL MATERIAL 
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Measuring'the'DM'content'in'dwarfs'

•  Determined"spectroscopically"
from"stellar"velocity"dispersions:"
–  In"classical"dwarfs,"hundreds"

of"stars."
–  Only"few"tens"of"stars"in"ultraG

faint"dwarfs."

•  JGfactor:"l.o.s."velocity"dispersion"
profiles"+"DM"profile"(e.g."NFW)"

39"

Dispersion"profiles"generally"remain"flat"up"to"large"radii""

Wilkinson!et!al!2009!

STELLAR 
SPHEROID 

Alex Drlica-Wagner   |   Fermilab!

Motivation for Dark Matter 

4!

NOAO, AURA, NSF, T.A. Rector!

Galaxy Rotation Curves!

Bullet Cluster (Markevitch & Clowe, 2006)!

Colliding Clusters!

WMAP Science Team!

Cosmological Probes!

Searching for Galactic 
Dark Matter 

Substructure

Alex Drlica-Wagner

on behalf of the 

Fermi LAT Collaboration



The'DM'case:'J'factor'estimation'

40"

4

TABLE I. DES dSph Candidates and Estimated J-factors

Name (�, b)a Distanceb log10(Est.J)
c

deg kpc log10(
GeV2

cm5 )

DES J0222.7�5217 (275.0,�59.6) 95 18.3
DES J0255.4�5406 (271.4,�54.7) 87 18.4
DES J0335.6�5403 (266.3,�49.7) 32 19.3
DES J0344.3�4331 (249.8,�51.6) 330 17.3
DES J0443.8�5017 (257.3,�40.6) 126 18.1
DES J2108.8�5109 (347.2,�42.1) 69 18.3
DES J2251.2�5836 (328.0,�52.4) 58 18.8
DES J2339.9�5424 (323.7,�59.7) 95 18.4

a Galactic longitude and latitude.
b We note that typical uncertainties on the distances of dSphs
are 10–15%.

c J-factors are calculated over a solid angle of �⇥ ⇥ 2.4� 10�4 sr
(angular radius 0.⇥5). See Section 4 for more details.

LAT ANALYSIS

To search for gamma-ray emission from these new dSph
candidates, we used six years of LAT data (2008 Au-
gust 4 to 2014 August 5) passing the P8R2 SOURCE event
class selections from 500MeV to 500GeV. Compared
to the previous iteration of the LAT event-level analysis,
Pass 8 [35] provides significant improvements in all areas
of LAT analysis; specifically the di�erential point-source
sensitivity improves by 20–40% in P8R2 SOURCE V6 rela-
tive to P7REP SOURCE V15. To remove gamma rays pro-
duced by cosmic-ray interactions in the Earth’s limb,
we rejected events with zenith angles greater than 100�.
Additionally, events from time intervals around bright
gamma-ray bursts and solar flares were removed us-
ing the same method as in the 4-year catalog analysis
(3FGL) [36]. To analyze the dSph candidates in Table I,
we used 10� � 10� ROIs centered on each object. Data
reduction was performed using ScienceTools version 09-
34-03.3 Figure 1 shows smoothed counts maps around
each candidate for energies > 1GeV.

We applied the search procedure presented in Acker-
mann et al. [19] to the new DES dSph candidates. Specif-
ically, we performed a binned maximum-likelihood analy-
sis in 24 logarithmically-spaced energy bins and 0.�1 spa-
tial pixels. Data are additionally partitioned in one of
four PSF event types, which are combined in a joint-
likelihood function when performing the fit to each ROI
[19].

We used a di�use emission model based on the Pass

7 Reprocessed model for Galactic di�use emission,4 but

3 http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/software/
4 http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/
BackgroundModels.html

FIG. 1. LAT counts maps in 10⇥⇥10⇥ ROI centered at each
DES dSph candidate (white ‘⇥’ symbols), for E > 1GeV,
smoothed with a 0.⇥25 Gaussian kernel. All 3FGL sources in
the ROI are indicated with white ‘+’ symbols, and those with
a test statistic > 100 are explicitly labeled.

with a small (< 10%) energy-dependent correction to ac-
count for di�erences in the LAT response.5 Point-like
sources within each ROI from the recent 3FGL cata-
log [36] were also included in the fit. The spectral pa-
rameters of these sources were fixed at their 3FGL cata-
log values, while their normalizations were refit over the
broadband energy range. The normalizations of 3FGL
sources more than 5� away from the center are fixed at

5 The energy dependence of the e⇤ective area and energy resolu-
tion is somewhat di⇤erent in Pass 7 Reprocessed and Pass 8.
Because the Galactic di⇤use emission model was fit to Pass 7
Reprocessed data without accounting for the energy dispersion,
we have rescaled the model for this analysis.

(In"comparison,"log10J"~"21.5"for"the"GC)"

•  New"DES"objects"share"many"similarities"with"known"ultraGfaint"dwarfs."

•  Confirmation"of"their"true"nature"(dwarf"vs"anything"else)"only"possible"with"spectroscopy."

•  We"assume"these"new"satellites"to"be"dwarfs"with"similar"properties"to"those"we"know."

•  First"order"estimate"of"the"JGfactor."Spectroscopy"needed."

We"use"the"’observed’"JGfactor"vs"distance"relation"to"estimate"the"JGfactors"of"the"
new"dwarf"candidates"(and"assume"an"uncertainty"of"0.4"dex)."
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FIG. 5: Left frame: The value of the formal statistical �2� lnL (referred to as �⌅2) extracted from the likelihood fit, as
a function of the inner slope of the dark matter halo profile, �. Results are shown using gamma-ray data from the full sky
(solid line) and only the southern sky (dashed line). Unlike in the analysis of Ref. [8], we do not find any large north-south
asymmetry in the preferred value of �. Right frame: The spectrum of the dark matter component, for a template corresponding
to a generalized NFW halo profile with an inner slope of � = 1.26 (normalized to the flux at an angle of 5⇥ from the Galactic
Center). Shown for comparison (solid line) is the spectrum predicted from a 35.25 GeV dark matter particle annihilating to bb̄
with a cross section of ⇤v = 1.7⇥ 10�26 cm3/s ⇥ [(0.3GeV/cm3)/⇥local]

2.

ground templates, we include an additional dark matter
template, motivated by the hypothesis that the previ-
ously reported gamma-ray excess originates from annihi-
lating dark matter. In particular, our dark matter tem-
plate is taken to be proportional to the line-of-sight inte-
gral of the dark matter density squared, J(⌅), for a gen-
eralized NFW density profile (see Eqs. 2–3). The spatial
morphology of the Galactic di⇥use model (as evaluated
at 2 GeV), Fermi Bubbles, and dark matter templates
are each shown in Fig. 4.

As found in previous studies [8, 9], the inclusion of the
dark matter template dramatically improves the quality
of the fit to the Fermi data. For the best-fit spectrum and
halo profile, we find that the inclusion of the dark matter
template improves the formal fit by �⇤2 ⇥ 1672, cor-
responding to a statistical preference greater than 40⇥.
When considering this enormous statistical significance,
one should keep in mind that in addition to statistical er-
rors there is a degree of unavoidable and unaccounted-for
systematic error, in that neither model (with or without
a dark matter component) is a “good fit” in the sense
of describing the sky to the level of Poisson noise. That
being said, the data do very strongly prefer the presence
of a gamma-ray component with a morphology similar
to that predicted from annihilating dark matter (see Ap-
pendices B and D for further details).2

2 Previous studies [8, 9] have taken the approach of fitting for the
spectrum of the Fermi Bubbles as a function of latitude, and then
subtracting an estimated underlying spectrum for the Bubbles
(based on high-latitude data) in order to extract the few-GeV

As in Ref. [8], we vary the value of the inner slope of
the generalized NFW profile, �, and compare the change
in the log-likelihood, � lnL, between the resulting fits in
order to determine the preferred range for the value of
�.3 The results of this exercise (as performed over 0.5-
10 GeV) are shown in the left frame of Fig. 5. While
previous fits (which did not employ any additional cuts
on CTBCORE) preferred an inner slope of � ⇥ 1.2 [8],
we find that a slightly steeper value of � ⇥ 1.26 provides
the best fit to the data. Also, in contrast to Ref. [8],
we find no significant di⇥erence in the slope preferred
by the fit over the entire sky, and by a fit only over the
southern sky (b < 0). This can be seen directly from
the left frame of Fig. 5, where the full-sky and southern-
sky fits for the same level of masking are found to favor
quite similar values of � (the southern sky distribution
is broader than that for the full sky simply due to the
di⇥erence in the number of photons).

In the right frame of Fig. 5, we show the spectrum of
the emission correlated with the dark matter template,
for the best-fit value of � = 1.26. While no significant
emission is absorbed by this template at energies above
�10 GeV, a bright and robust component is present at
lower energies, peaking near �1-3 GeV. Relative to the

excess. However, this approach discards information on the true
morphology of the signal, as well as requiring an assumption for
the Bubbles spectrum. It was shown in Ref. [8] (and also in this
work, see Appendices B and D) that the excess is not confined
to the Bubbles and the fit strongly prefers to correlate it with a
dark matter template if one is available.

3 Throughout, we denote the quantity �2 lnL by �2.

Spectrum"consistent"with"gNFW"
Half"the"thermal"cross"section"value"
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FIG. 13: To constrain the degree to which the gamma-ray ex-
cess is spatially extended, we have repeated our Inner Galaxy
analysis, replacing the dark matter template with a series of
concentric ring templates centered around the Galactic Cen-
ter. The dark-matter-like emission is clearly and consistently
present in each ring template out to �12�, beyond which sys-
tematic and statistical limitations make such determinations
di�cult. For comparison, we also show the predictions for a
generalized NFW profile with � = 1.4.

tical fluctuation, or the product of imperfect background
templates, it could also potentially reflect a degree of tri-
axiality in the underlying dark matter distribution.

We have also tested whether the excess emission is, in
fact, centered around the dynamical center of the Milky
Way (Sgr A�), as we have thus far assumed. In Fig. 12,
we plot the �⇥2 of the fit found in our Galactic Center
analysis, as a function of the center of our dark matter-
motivated template. The fit clearly prefers this template
to be centered within �0.05⇥ degrees of the location of
Sgr A�.

An important question to address is to what degree the
gamma-ray excess is spatially extended, and over what
range of angles from the Galactic Center can it be de-
tected? To address this issue, we have repeated our Inner
Galaxy analysis, replacing the dark matter template with
a series of concentric ring templates, each 1⇥ wide, and
centered around the Galactic Center. We smooth the ring
templates to a 1⇥ Gaussian (full-width-half-max), and fit
the normalization of each ring template independently.
Instead of allowing the spectrum of the ring templates
to each vary freely (which would have introduced an un-
tenable number of free parameters), we fix their spectral
shape to that found for the dark matter component in the
single template fit. We also break the template associ-
ated with the Fermi Bubbles into five templates, in 10⇥

latitude slices (each with the same spectrum, but with
independent normalizations).

The results of this fit are shown in Fig. 13. The dark-
matter-like emission is clearly and consistently present in
each ring template out to �12⇥, beyond which system-

atic and statistical limitations make such determinations
di⇤cult. For comparison, we also show the predictions
for a generalized NFW profile with � = 1.4 (after appro-
priate smoothing). While this value for the profile slope
is slightly steeper that that found in Secs IV and V, we
caution that systematic uncertainties associated with the
di⇥use model template may be biasing this fit toward
somewhat steeper values of �. This is consistent with
results from the inner Galaxy analysis when the Galactic
plane is masked at 2 degrees, which also suggest a slightly
steeper profile slope.

To address the same question within the context of
our Galactic Center analysis, we have re-performed our
fit using dark matter templates which are based on den-
sity profiles which are set to zero beyond a given radius.
We find that templates corresponding to density profiles
set to zero outside of 800 pc (600 pc, 400 pc) provide
a fit that is worse relative to that found using an un-
truncated template at the level of �⇥2=10.7 (57.6,108,
respectively).

We have also tested our Galactic Center fit to see if
a cored dark matter profile could also provide a good
fit to the data. We find, however, that the inclusion
of even a fairly small core is disfavored. Marginalizing
over the inner slope of the dark matter profile, we find
that flattening the density profile within a radius of 10
pc (30 pc, 50 pc, 70 pc, 90 pc) worsens the overall fit
by �⇥2=3.6 (12.2, 22.4, 30.6, 39.2, respectively). The
fit thus strongly disfavors any dark matter profile with a
core larger than a few tens of parsecs.

Lastly, we confirm that the morphology of the anoma-
lous emission does not significantly vary with energy. If
we fit the inner slope of the dark matter template in our
Inner Galaxy analysis one energy bin at a time, we find a
similar value of � �1.2-1.3 for all bins between 0.5 and 10
GeV. At energies below 0.5 GeV, the fit prefers somewhat
steeper slopes (� � 1.6) and a corresponding spectrum
with a very soft spectral index, probably reflecting con-
tamination from the Galactic Plane. At energies above
10 GeV, the fit prefers a lower value for the inner slope
(� � 1.0), suggesting that the residual emission found
above 10 GeV is most likely associated with other resid-
ual structures, and not with the steepened NFW-like pro-
file consistently preferred in the 0.5-10 GeV range.

The results described in this section indicate that the
gamma-ray excess exhibits a morphology which is both
approximately spherically symmetric and steeply falling
(yet detectable) over two orders of magnitude in galacto-
centric distance (between �20 pc and �2 kpc from Sgr
A*). This result is to be expected if the emission is pro-
duced by annihilating dark matter particles, but is not
anticipated for any proposed astrophysical mechanisms
or sources of this emission.

Spatially"extended"

Robust"to"uncertainties"in"the"diffuse"modeling"
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Table 2. A comparison of basic parameters of existing and planned 

space- and ground-based experiments. 

 

 Space-based experiments Ground-based experiments 
 Fermi AMS-2 GAMMA-

400 
H.E.S.S.-I I  MAGIC CTA 

Energy range, 
GeV 0.02-300 10-1000 0.1-3000 > 30 > 50 > 20 

Field-of-view, sr 2.4 0.4 ~1.2 0.01 0.01 0.1 

Effective area, m2 0.8 0.2 ~0.4 105 105 106 

Angular resolution 
(E� > 100 GeV) 0.2� 1.0� ~0.01� 0.07� 0.05� 0.06� 

Energy resolution 
(E� > 100 GeV) 10% 2% ~1% 15% 15% 10% 
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